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resh of the press! With fall festivities in full swing, our writers reached out to students to find out their 
Thanksgiving traditions as well as some of Nevada State High School’s finest generational recipes! In this issue, we 
also recap the vaccine mandate, the Zion trip taken earlier this year, and so much more. Thank you so much for 
tuning in, Renegades! Don’t forget to follow the Instagram @nevada_state_herald for more entertaining content!

Art Section: Original

Poetry

Writer: Chloe Grant

Editor: Jade Supnet

With the fall season in full 
swing, the lingering chill on my 
cheeks gives reason for a sweet 
coffee early in the morning. 
With these daily thoughts, it’s 
no wonder why I associate the 
season of fall so heavily with 
cinnamon pastries and the 
complex dark bitterness of 
coffee that brings to life a 
new sensation. I’d like to 
devote my poem to every dearly 

beloved:

i’m selfish for you

in the same way that someone 
hordes sweetness

like pastries and cookies and 
chocolate

like God himself was the baker 
when he pulled you out of the oven

light vanilla custard skin with the 
softness of meringue

the complexity of choux, making 
you an elegant but simple dish

no croquembouche could beat how 
He spent hours in the kitchen

piping on delicate little 
buttercream roses, blue and bright 
drawing intricate lines in your 
frosting

every little mark glistening with 
the luster dust he painstakingly 
painted onto you

Thanksgiving Traditions

Writer: Taylor Ward

Editor: Baylie Bybee

Happy fall, returning and new readers! Reminiscent 
of 2020’s November issue, we have brought back student 
submissions of their Thanksgiving traditions. I spoke to 
seniors Angelina Flores, Jade Ramirez-Barraza, and Kelli 
Turner about their most valued memories, their 
with-standing traditions with their loved ones, what they 
are most thankful for this year, and what they are looking 
forward to as 2022 rapidly approaches.

Ramirez notes that

although her family

doesn’t have many

traditions, her

consistent normality

throughout the years

has been the division of

the Thanksgiving

feast into two, “one dinner for the 
elderly and then one dinner for the 

youth. The

dinner for the younger family members is a traditional

American Thanksgiving. The main courses include stuffed

turkey and baked ham, and the sides consist of mashed

potatoes, corn, and a special twist on macaroni and cheese.

Thanksgiving for the older family members requires more

work and preparation. They kill a goat a few days before the

actual feast and prepare it by removing the guts, blood, and

skin. Then, they cook it in a 6 hour-long process. The goat is

typically served with sides of rice and beans, along with

alcohol for those of age.”

Southwest senior, Kelli Turner, spoke about one of

her most prized memories with her family. They would run

a 5K together and finish it off with a pumpkin pie

afterward. “It was such a great way to bond with my siblings

and parents. It especially enabled the competitive spirits

that run high in my family. However, not only did the 5K

push us to be our best every time we finished the run, but it

was also inspiring and helped me find my footing. It felt like

NSHS Zion Trip

Writer: Jocelyn Davis-Coronado 
Editor: Dianna Choummanyvong

Nevada State High 
School’s 2021 Zion trip 
began with an early morning 
departure from the 
Henderson campus. Two 
vans and four cars took 
about fifty students to Dixie 
State College. Student tour 
guides introduced NSHS 
students to their music and 
arts building, dorms, gym, 
Olympic size pool, rock 
climbing wall, and more. 
After eating lunch in the food 
court, the group traveled up 
to the Red Cliffs National 
Conservation Area. Here  
one could see the massive 
rolling red hills and the 
green desert flowers of St. 
George. There were 
multiple hiking trails that

one could take in the

conservation area. One trail

even had students stumbling

upon hidden caves.

After saying our goodbyes to

St. George, we headed to

Zion National Park and

arrived at our destination for

the next two days. At the

Zion Ponderosa Resort each



and presenting you to me with a

dark chocolate crown

and fondant vines wrapped

around your wrists

and i-

don’t want to slice you up and

share you

i’d rather take my time with a

spoon and enjoy every single sweet

grace you make my palette tingle

with

savor every last bite and never get

sick

of the sugar you bring to make the

intimidation of the bitter, black

cup of coffee I have by my side

seem like something to enjoy, as

long as I have my precious little

slice of heaven

Renegade Rec:

Squid Game

Writer: Esther Brownstein

Editor: Jade Supnet

(Spoilers in second

paragraph)

Unless you’ve been living under

a rock since September, you’ve

undoubtedly heard of the

K-Drama, Squid Game. This

mini-series takes place in 21st

century South Korea, where a

lack of loan regulations causes

an exponential uptick in debt.

As hundreds of Koreans are

desperate for cash, a secret

organization allows them an

ambiguous trade to gain

financial stability. However,

was winning a series of Korean

children's games worth the

money?

I was being reborn with a newfound passion and motivation

to finish out the semester strong every time I completed the

5K, especially on the last race, when I beat everyone and

made a new personal record.”

This brings us to Angelina

Flores, who offered a

heartwarming confessional about

what they are most grateful for

and what they are looking forward

to the most. “I have a lot to be

thankful for, but if I had to choose

one thing, it would have to be my

loved ones. In complete

vulnerability, this past year has

been tough going from being a

sophomore thinking I was just

getting two weeks off of school to

suddenly becoming a senior

graduating in May. It was a lot of

change in such a short amount of

time, especially since we did not

experience it in a way that a typical graduating class would. 
Having my loved ones keep me grounded and have faith in 
me is something I am eternally grateful for.”

It was such a pleasure to be able to talk to these three 
amazing individuals and learn about cultures as well as 
traditions different from my own. Happy Thanksgiving, 
Renegades!

Vaccine Strikes

Writers: Lukas Hu and Matthias Lundberg

Editor(s): Dianna Choummanyvong

With COVID-19 still at large throughout the nation, 
many politicians have stressed the importance of receiving 
the vaccine--prompting the federal government to pass a 
vaccine mandate on businesses. Due to this, many have 
decided to take action, as they were unhappy with the 
new mandate. Some people have decided to protest on 
the streets, while others have demonstrated their 
frustration by not showing up to work or even 
resigning--otherwise known as striking. One of the most 
well-known strikes occurred with Southwest Airlines--

a low-cost carrier company based in Dallas, Texas. 
More than 1,800 Southwest flights were canceled in a 
single weekend in October, which was more than 28 
percent of all of the company’s scheduled flights. People 
speculated the delays and cancellations were because of 
the vaccine strike, but both Southwest and the Southwest 
Pilots Association union denied such claims.

Striking may seem extreme to those who are outside

of the world of unions and labor laws; however, it was this

student got the choice to

either sign up for activities

and excursions like

horseback riding, paintball,

zip lining, and swimming or

to join Mrs. Porter and Dr.

Welsh on a four hour hike

through the East Mesa Trail

that ends in a breath-taking

view of Zion’s mountain tops.

Back at the cabins we all

bonded over our shared

experiences at NSHS and

found companionship while

living together. I myself have

made memories with those I

now call friends. To bring

our vacation to an end, we all

gathered in one of the two

cabins to hold an award

ceremony to recognize those

who made our Zion trip even

more memorable.

Thanksgiving Recipes

Writer: Chloe Grant

Editor: Baylie Bybee

Whether you’re in charge of a

Thanksgiving feast for the

whole family, bringing

something to a local potluck,

or don’t celebrate but still

want a delicious snack, we’ve

compiled some easy recipes

for you to try this

Thanksgiving.

Chai-Spiced Cheesecake

Muffins:

https://tasty.co/recipe/chai-s

piced-cheesecake-muffins

If you love the taste of chai

tea, you’ll love these muffins.

The combination of fluffy,

https://tasty.co/recipe/chai-spiced-cheesecake-muffins
https://tasty.co/recipe/chai-spiced-cheesecake-muffins


Spoiler alert:

One of the primary themes of

Squid Game is trust. In the

film, there are two

character-types in relation to

this theme: those who trust,

and those who don’t. Each

character’s fate relies on what

they choose. Seong Gi-hun

(#456), for example, displays

faith in his fellow players.

Through this display, Gi-hun

manages to survive, and

eventually win the Games.

Conversely, Cho Sang-woo

(#218) trusts none. Rather than

displaying solidarity, he

displays the competitiveness of

a lone wolf. As such, he betrays

both Ali Abdul (#199) and

Gi-hun. Eventually, his lack of

trust leads to his death.

Interestingly, Kang Sae-byeok

(#067) doesn’t fall solely into

one category. First, because she

displays both traits throughout

the Games. Second, her death

isn’t a consequence of how

trusting she is. It’s this

unpredictability that has won

Sae-byeok our hearts. We see

where she comes from in

deciding not to trust, and we

respect her decision.

Sae-Byeok’s death evokes

immense sympathy as it doesn’t

seem justified—just as Season 2

of Squid Games may surprise

us even further!

Follow us on Instagram!

@nevada_state_herald

form of expressing concerns that has brought us many of the 
workplace comforts and regulations that we come to expect 
today. One of the most prominent examples of  strike results 
is the 40 hour work week and 8 hour work day schedule. It 
was common for workers in the 1800s to put in 70 hours a 
week

5 
with little to no breaks. This was dangerous 

for numerous reasons,  so employees used collective 
bargaining (union members negotiating with 
management or an employer as a means to settle a variety of 
labor laws

4) and striking to get more reasonable working 
conditions in place. Just as people went on strikes to voice 
their concerns in the past, people in the present continue to 
do the same to enforce change. So far this year, there have 
been strikes recorded against 178 employers and 12 of them 
included over 1000 people

2
. The high frequency of strikes 

and people quitting their jobs, known as the Great 
Resignation

3
, has allowed strikes to become less risky. 

Although striking has proved to be as effective as it was in 
the industrial revolution, it still carries many of the same 
risks.

The risk of striking was seen in New York where eight 
out of fourteen employees that went on strike against United 
Metro Energy got fired. In certain types of strikes, 
employers have the right to replace their fired employees 
with new hires. In addition, sometimes there is no 
resolution in conducting strikes--leaving employees without  
any wages. Since April, more than 1,000 miners in 
Alabama have been on strike against Warrior Met Coal and 
at Kellogg. Over 1,400 workers have been on strike for weeks 
with no solution to their grievances. Despite the dangers of 
striking, thousands of frustrated workers, who have faced 
unreasonable work conditions, continue to occupy the 
streets until their employer(s) meet their demands.

2. Bogage, J. B. (2021, October 17). Strikes are sweeping the labor market as workers wield new leverage. The Washington Post. Retrieved

October 31, 2021, from https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/10/17/strikes-great-resignation/

3. Dictionary.com. (2021, September 10). Great Resignation. Retrieved October 31, 2021, from
https://www.dictionary.com/e/historical-current-events/great-resignation/
4.Llp, P. (2020, April 23). Benefits of striking and collective bargaining for union members. Pitta LLP. Retrieved October 31, 2021, from
https://www.pittalaw.com/blog/2017/06/benefits-of-striking-and-collective-bargaining-for-union-members/
5. Robinson, J. R. (2019, May 28). The Struggle to Win the 40-Hour Workweek. American Postal Workers Union. Retrieved November 1, 2021, from
https://apwu.org/news/struggle-win-40-hour-workweek

chai-scented muffin base 
combined with the creaminess 
of the sweet cream cheese is 
sure to make for a wonderful 
pre-feast (or post-feast) 
snack. Keep them for when 
you are rushing out of the 
door on fall mornings or for  
a cinnamon-y pick-me-up.

Roasted Carrots:

https://tasty.co/recipe/roaste

d-carrots

Regardless of how you feel 
about carrots, these sweet and 
savory vegetables will make 
sure everyone at your 
Thanksgiving feast will have 
a lighter side dish to cut 
through the heavy turkey 
and stuffing mixes.

Dairy-Free Green Bean 
Casserole:

https://tasty.co/recipe/dairy-f

ree-green-bean-casserole

For all of those with a dairy 
allergy, you know how hard it 
is to resist the temptation of 
the deliciously creamy foods 
that you know are bad for you. 
They are just too hard to say 

no to! Thankfully, this dairy-

free green bean casserole 

exists to alleviate some of that 
temptation.

No-Bake Pumpkin 
Cheesecake:

https://tasty.co/recipe/no-ba

ke-pumpkin-cheesecake

Pumpkin pie is a Thanksgiving

staple, but prepping and

baking can be a hassle. Try

this cheesecake substitute

which requires no baking, only

preparation and a few hours to

chill in the fridge.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/10/17/strikes-great-resignation/
https://www.dictionary.com/e/historical-current-events/great-resignation/
https://www.pittalaw.com/blog/2017/06/benefits-of-striking-and-collective-bargaining-for-union-members/
https://apwu.org/news/struggle-win-40-hour-workweek
https://tasty.co/recipe/roasted-carrots
https://tasty.co/recipe/roasted-carrots
https://tasty.co/recipe/dairy-free-green-bean-casserole
https://tasty.co/recipe/dairy-free-green-bean-casserole
https://tasty.co/recipe/no-bake-pumpkin-cheesecake
https://tasty.co/recipe/no-bake-pumpkin-cheesecake


About the Head Layout Editor

Writer: Matthias Lundberg

Editor: Thalia Hart

Hello Renegades! It’s Head Layout Editor Matthias

Lundberg coming at you in the editorial! My main job in the

newspaper is to piece together the stories and images that

our writers submit, to create the finished version that you all

get to enjoy. Also, I get to teach the fresh meat on the team

how to navigate our janky system.

Outside of the newspaper, I spend most of my time

either working or studying. I am in my second year of

college classes, and I am thrilled to be able to explore

subjects more comprehensively than I could in my 101

classes. Being able to take in person classes has also been

beneficial to my GPA and mental health. Being able to form

connections with classmates and work together on

assignments is invaluable. As for work, I enjoy getting to see

snippets of how many different people live their lives. I also

get a keen insight into how different people find it

appropriate to treat minimum wage employees. What’s

more fun than that though, is bonding with my coworkers

over how ridiculous some people’s orders can be.

In what free time I have

leftover, I like to go to live

music and art events.

Again, my favorite part is

the people I get to meet.

The live music scene

attracts so many colorful

people from a wide

assortment of places.

However, getting into the

pit and throwing down

with some genuine punks

is my favorite part, even if

it means I get a few bruises

along the way.

Overall, I live my life in

the hopes that I can get an interesting conversation out of

someone, whether it be at school, work, or at a show. I work

hard to balance the fun I have with my outside

responsibilities, all the while taking care of my mental and

physical health. My main priority though is, of course, to

have a good time.

About the Writer’s Supervisor

Writer: Lukas Hu

Editor: Blen Teka

Hello Renegades! I have

returned to Herald once again,

but this time as the Writing

Manager. I am now a senior at

the Henderson campus, and I

enjoyed every second of my time

with the Herald last year. I’m

thrilled to continue to be a part

of this exceptional newsletter!

Currently, I have my sights set

on pursuing a Computer Science

degree, and as a result, I’ve been

very busy with college

applications. I was attracted to

the very complex and diverse

amount of paths that computer science has to offer.

When I am not studying or writing articles for the

Herald, I am most likely swimming for my year-round club

team and my zoned high school team. I have been swimming

since I was eight years old. Since then, it has been a big part

of my life! In addition to swimming, I am also a lifeguard. I

work 20 hours a week. In my free time, I enjoy watching tv,

following sports, socializing with friends, and listening to

music. Some of my favorite artists are Eminem, JID, Giveon,

Tame Impala, and Brent Faiyaz.

In addition to my passion for music, sports, and tv, I

also consider myself an avid foodie. I enjoy tasting flavors of

different cultures which, most likely stemmed from my

numerous travels across the globe. I’ve traveled to

Singapore, Rome, and Tokyo, to name a few. Some of my

favorite foods include ramen, crab cakes, dumplings,

hamburgers, and boba.

I’m excited for the rest of the 2021-22 school year and

your support means everything to us! On behalf of the

Nevada State Herald, we hope you all have a great two

semesters! Keep reading!

Layout Editors: Jay Lundberg and Jade Supnet




